
No.1 Killer of Teens in America 
 

What is one of the most lethal things facing our youths today? Is it drugs? Could it be lip gloss? Or how about 

their best friends in the car with them? The No. 1 killer of teens in America is distracted driving. This is not 

only including the common things such as talking on the phone or texting while driving, but takes into 

consideration normal car operations such as adjusting the heat, radio, or seat. 

 

Does the fact that the No. 1 killer of teens in America is distracted and reckless driving surprise you? What can 

you do to change your habits and reduce your chances of getting into a horrible car crash? What happens if you 

injury someone else with this carelessness?  

 

Karen Mertes, a Drunk Driving Victim and creator of "PLAINTIFF 101" can elaborate on the dangers of 

distracted driving and how can lead to serious consequences. She also shares with us her story of unfortunate 

circumstance and gives us an in-depth look inside the courtroom at the coverage of the legal and technical 

issues that arise in a drunk driving case. 

 

**To schedule an interview, please respond to this e-mail message or contact Don Bischoff at (813) 792-

2181. Or reply to this pitch to don@mediaproductions.tv  

Karen Mertes can answer the following questions: 

 

* How can we control distracted driving? 

* Who is responsible? The person driving or the phone? 

* What is the fallout from being a victim of a driving accident? 

* As the victim, what are some of the obstacles you deal with on the stand? 

* What kind of questions should you ask protect yourself financially? 

* What are the financial constraints of litigation proceedings? 

* How can you protect yourself from the many pitfalls plaintiffs face? 

 

About Karen Mertes: Auto injury survivor, professional speaker, author, and consultant, donating 100% of 

revenues to her Tampa 501(c) (3) non-profit Fulfill Your Destiny helping people whose careers have been 

altered by injury or other unforeseen circumstances.  
 

When released, PLAINTIFF 101 was ranked #1 Amazon Hot New Release and Best Seller for 5 straight 

weeks! It still remains a hot seller and is written from the combined efforts of an attorney and a plaintiff, each 

with his/ her own perspectives. It gives you much of the information from inside a personal injury lawsuit from 

a lawyer and the plaintiff who was successful in her litigation. 
 

*100% of All Proceeds from the Book are Donated to the Non-Profit Organization, Fulfill your Destiny!* 

 

For more info visit: http://www.amazon.com/Plaintiff-101 

 

**To schedule an interview, please respond to this e-mail message or contact Don Bischoff at (813) 792-

2181. Or reply to this pitch to don@mediaproductions.tv  
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